
12 January, 2006  

Unto the populace of Atlantia, greetings from Alisoun MacCoul of Elphane, Golden Dolphin Herald!  

The Laurel Office has notified us of the results of its considerations at the meetings in October, 2005. 
These results were conveyed in a letter received in Atlantia on 10 January, 2006.  

ACCEPTANCES:  

The following items were REGISTERED by the Laurel Office:  

Ainbthen ingen Séigíne. Name (see RETURNS for device). The name was 
submitted to Laurel as Ainbthen inghean Sheighin.  Because the submitter 
had requested authenticity for Irish and the given name used was the name 
of an early Irish virgin saint, the Laurel staff felt it necessary to modify the 
name to make the patronymic particle and the patronym itself appropriate 
for Middle Irish to meet the request for authenticity. 

Allastair Sterling. Name. 

Amie Sparrow.  Change of device.  Vert, three sparrows and a chief 
engrailed argent.  As the submitter requested, her old device of “Per pale Or 
and vert, an eagle counterchanged within a bordure ermine.” was retained as 
a badge.   

Aonghus mac Donnchaidh. Name.   

Bozhana Alexandrova. Device.  Or, a squirrel sejant erect sable, sustaining 
a drawn wooden bow and arrow proper, the arrow fletched gules, within a 
bordure gules semy of acorns Or. 

Dagfinnr Brúnsson.  Name.  

Dante di Lucio della Luna.  Name and device.  Quarterly argent and Or, 
on a cross engrailed azure a crescent Or. 

Guillaume Tomas le Lou. Change of name from holding name of William 
of Caer Mear.   

Hatano no Daigoro Masamori.  Name. 
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Luke of Bright Hills. Name and device.  Or, on a pale between two crescents 
azure, a rocket Or.   

Nina of Bright Hills. Name and device.  Or, a pale azure and overall an 
ypotryll rampant gules.   

Njáll Þorvaldsson.  Device.  Argent, a cross azure between a Maltese cross 
gules and a tower sable within a bordure azure. 

Raimondo Ricchi detto il Lemosino. Change of name from Raimon Riquiers 
de Lymoges and change of device.  Per chevron argent and vert, in base a 
cross patonce Or.  Since the submitter requested authenticity for Italian of the 
thirteenth to fifteenth century, the Laurel staff modified the locative byname 
to Lemosino from Limogiano because they felt the latter was not documented 
adequately as period practice for Italian and because they were able to find a 
native Italian form for Limoges in Dante’s Purgatorio: Lemosi’.  As he 
requested, his former name of Raimon Riquiers de Lymoges was retained as 
an alternate persona name.  His previous device (“Chevronelly argent and 
vert, in pale three crosses patoncé Or.”) was retained as a badge.   
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Raimondo Ricchi detto il Lemosino.  Badge.  (Fieldless) On an anvil per 
chevron argent and vert, in base a cross patonce argent.  

Renate de la Beche. Name (see RETURNS for device).   

Rhiannon ferch Cuhelyn. Name and device.  Argent, a vol and a sinister gore 
sable. 

Roberto Ramirez. Name.   

Rodrigo Garcia de Palacios. Name and device.  Argent, a bull passant sable and 
a chief embattled vert.   

Tor Olafsson. Name.   

Tymoteusz Konikokrad.  Badge.  Or, an orca bendwise sable marked argent 
maintaining a meat cleaver sable.   

Violante Catalina de la Mar. Name.  The name was submitted to Laurel as 
Violetta Catalina de la Mar.  Since the submitter had requested authenticity for 
the fifteenth century and the name apart from the given name was documented 
from fifteenth-century Spain, the Laurel staff modified the given name to a 
diminutive of Viola that was documented from fifteenth-century Spain: 
Violante.  In making this change, however, the Laurel staff specifically noted 
that the submitted name Violette Catalina de la Mar was registerable but was 
not as authentic because it mixed Spanish with another language.  (Violetta is 
documented both as Italian and as English.)  

Wyon ap Iago. Name. 

http://oanda.sca.org/cgi-bin/oanda_name.cgi?p=Tymoteusz%20Konikokrad
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RETURNS:  

The following items were RETURNED by the Laurel Office:  

Ainbthen ingen Séigíne. Device. Argent, in pale three crosses of Saint 
Bridget vert.  The Laurel staff felt that the crosses of Saint Brigit were 
insufficiently identifiable as the submitter represented them so returned the 
device to be redrawn. 

Gwilim Kynith. Name.  Unfortunately, this name was returned for conflict 
with the previously registered name of Gwillim Kynith.  That name was 
registered through the East Kingdom in November, 2004, but because of the 
Laurel backlog the letter with the notification of that acceptance was not 
received in Atlantia until mid-April and the name did not appear in the 
standard references for checking Society conflicts until after this had been 
sent to the College of Arms for registration in June, 2005.  Our deepest 
apologies to the submitter for the resultant failure to catch the conflict. 

Renate de la Beche. Device.  Per bend engrailed azure and Or, a sun and an 
escallop inverted counterchanged.  The Laurel staff felt that there were too 
many engrailings in the line of division and that they were too shallow to 
meet their standards for identifiability.  They therefore returned the device 
to be redrawn to meet their specifications.   

Your servant, 

Alisoun 
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